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Abstract
Although asynchronous HTTP technologies have grown in importance with the emergence of Web 2.0, most web-based Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS) still exclusively use server-side monitoring of user behaviour to set up the user model. This paper discusses how asynchronous technologies and client-side observation may lead to more accurate and detailed user models, and how that might benefit next-generation AHS.

1 Introduction
Typical user-adaptive systems gather information about the user, create a user model based on this information and then apply the user model to make predictions about the user or make decisions [Jameson, 2006]. Currently, most web-based AHS acquire information primarily by tracking HTTP requests of resources or by retrieving it directly from the users [Barla, 2006], which is mainly due to technical reasons [Putzinger, 2008].

The current paper points out some disadvantages of this approach to data acquisition and user modeling and puts forth ideas on how user models in AHS may be improved by means of asynchronous technologies.

2 Drawbacks of traditional user modelling techniques
Traditionally, observation of interaction between user and web-based AHS has been based on HTTP requests for pages or other system resources. These requests are logged, processed and interpreted in the context of the system’s application domain. For instance, in AHA! [De Bra and Calvi, 1998] the requested pages are mapped to concepts; having requested a page the user is assumed to be familiar with the corresponding concept. Additional information about the AHS domain can add further semantics to the request-based approach; such information can be either directly expressed in the system (e.g., the definition of prerequisite concepts in AHA! [De Bra and Ruiter, 2001]), or extracted dynamically at runtime (e.g., keyword-based analysis of page content in PAADS [Bailey, 2002]).

More recent systems also take into account the timestamps of requests in order to calculate the time spent on a page [Posea et al., 2006]. This additional information helps to set up a more detailed user model and allows more specific assumptions on the user’s behaviour (e.g., by differentiating between quickly browsing through pages and having had the time to read the contents).

However, no matter how elaborate these systems are, the user’s (inter-)actions on the browser/client side still remain a “black box”. Due to this lack of information some assumptions about the user can not be drawn while others are inevitably ambiguous. Examples that demonstrate the limitations of such techniques are:

- Determining whether a user has spent time on the page: Even if users request a page, they may close it immediately afterwards, go away, work or look at something else (outside the system). There is no information on what happens after the request.
- Determining whether a user has had a look at the whole page: Especially on large pages, parts may have never been visible to users, if they have never scrolled down to the bottom.
- Determining whether a user has read a page: Even if the amount of time spent on a page is sufficient to assume the users might have read its contents, they might not have gone through the page with a speed that would have allowed them to read the contents thoroughly.
- Determining whether a user is interested in the page: There is no server-side possibility to tell whether the user has further processed the page, copied or printed parts of the page, etc., which could be used to determine special interests.
- Determining whether a user has understood a page: Of course this can be tested separately, but if unobtrusive observation should be used to set up the user model, it is even harder to tell whether users might have problems with understanding the contents if there is no information on their client side actions.
- Determining why a user has skipped a page: There are several reasons why a page might have been skipped after a short glance: the user might be an expert who is already familiar with the subject, a novice regarding the content to be to difficult or a person that is not interested in the topic at all.

Summing up it may be concluded that although the information obtained from logging the user’s requests on system pages and resources allows some inferences, the gathered data might not be sufficient for setting up an accurate user model. Therefore, it would be helpful to receive more fine-grained information on the user’s interactions. The approach described in the current paper tries to focus on continuous monitoring of interactions instead of data consumption, which will provide new ways for setting up user models in AHS.
3 State of the art / Related work

Farzan and Brusilovsky used the “time spent reading” in the “Knowledge Sea” system to get more information on user interaction [Farzan and Brusilovsky, 2005]. However, this information has not been directly used for user modelling, but for social navigation support in order to determine the relevance of the page. Goecks and Shavlik [Goecks and Shavlik, 2000] have used JavaScript to log mouse and scrolling activities, summed up into a “level of activity”, which – based on the keywords extracted from the visited pages – have been used to determine the “interests of the user” in an agent-based system. Hijikata [Hijikata, 2004] showed that text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection based on keywords that have been extracted from a page is better suited to determine the user’s interest in a set of keywords than relying solely on the contents of a whole page.

Despite evolutionary steps such as the above, most of the past research done on this topic in terms of adaptive hypermedia has had to face technical boundaries. Whereas desktop applications have been able to use all types of user input, hypermedia systems had to face the limitations of browsers and the strict HTTP request-response cycle, which made it almost impossible to send information on client-side interactions to the server (except for workarounds like refreshing iframes sending data via hidden form fields). As a result, web server log files (or equivalent) have been developed to overcome these difficulties and to allow client-side user-monitoring. One was to use JavaScript and hidden form fields [Hofmann et al., 2006] sending information on idle time together with the subsequent request, which still does not allow continuous observation. Other approaches used custom browsers (like “The Curious Browser” [Claypool et al., 2001] and “AVANTI” [Fink et al., 1996]) or browser plugins [Goecks and Shavlik, 2000], which, while effective, limited the applicability of the approach.

Thanks to asynchronous web technologies like AJAX and Flash it is now possible to monitor the user’s actions directly, continuously and unobtrusively within common web browsers. However, although it has been stated that these technologies might be used to retrieve more detailed information on user interaction [Putzinger, 2008], they have not yet been used to improve user model granularity and accuracy (also because in most cases the research on users’ interactions had a different focus). The current paper proposes potential approaches in this direction.

4 Improving user models with client-side activity data

As explained in section 2, actions on the client side are not yet being widely monitored continuously to set up a user model. An interaction-based user model having access to this data could make several additional assumptions on the user, which an adaptive system would definitely benefit from.

Technically, the information can be acquired by means of asynchronous technologies like AJAX, Flash or Java Applets. They all allow monitoring of user actions and provide a way to directly, immediately and unobtrusively send this information to the server where it can be further processed and evaluated. During analysis, the system will typically seek to identify activity patterns from which further inferences can be made.

As an example, consider the case of determining if a page has been read. A system enhanced as proposed, could have access to the following indicators to make that determination:

- Focus: Usually a page being read should have the focus. Reading on an inactive, but still visible browser window while in parallel taking notes in a different window can be regarded as an exception.
- Time spent: Reading a page requires the user to remain on it sufficiently long to read its contents.
- Scrolling: If a longer page (larger then the displayed window) is being read, the user has to scroll through the page. The scrolling has to be slow enough to be able to read the text (dependent on the number of words as well as on how many lines have been scrolled down in what time). Scrolling back up a few lines may indicate the user has not understood parts of the text and is now reading the text more thoroughly.
- Mouse activity: A user sitting in front of the screen and reading a page will probably (but not necessarily) move the mouse unintentionally. Mouse movements can also be used to determine the focus of attention. Text tracing, i.e. marking parts of a text, is a strong indicator of the user’s attention, no matter whether it is done unintentionally during reading or intentionally in order to copy the text.
- Keyboard activity: Not only mouse events, but also keyboard events like shortcuts for copying, printing or selecting text indicate that the user is actively working with the currently displayed text. Especially cursor and function keys have to be monitored.
- Partial or repeated reading: Users might not open, read or skip a page just once, but also return to a page having been accessed before. It is also possible that a user reads part of a page, follows a link for further information and then returns to read the rest of the page. Therefore it would be helpful not to regard the page as a whole, but to split pages into smaller pieces and/or define the parts of the page that have been read.

It is argued that inferences based on such larger bodies of evidence will inevitably be more accurate than it was possible before. Furthermore, considering patterns in user behaviour, it might also be possible to make assumptions on the users’ knowledge, even if they are just glancing at a page and skip it before reading the contents. For example, an expert user might scroll through a page quickly, but still slow enough to have a glance at the content and then move on to a more specific topic while a novice or a person not interested in the content of the page might stop scrolling at the beginning, read a few lines and then go back to a more basic or a completely different page.

In addition to enabling more accurate inferences, having access to additional data allows more fine-grained representations of user state. For instance, a user’s state in relation to a page can now specifically indicate which parts of a page a user has read or skimmed through, whether any parts of the page have been revisited at a later time, etc. Or, alternatively, several levels of reading a page may be differentiated, like glancing at a page, reading half of a page, reading everything thoroughly and using parts of the page for further interactions like printing, copying, etc.
5 Anticipated benefits

The two main benefits of a user model based on information about the user’s client side actions are improved accuracy and increased level of detail. Better accuracy results in a more reliable user model and, consequently, in high-quality adaptations. As granularity is improved, more detailed information is available that can be used for adaptation, e.g. by defining new/more detailed rules within existing adaptation engines. For instance, prerequisites may not only be defined by “having requested the page once”, but by “having read at least 50% of the page”, which improves the system without complicating the authoring process.

Additionally, the information stored in the user model might not only be used to apply rules, but also serve to generate new information (e.g. by determining interaction patterns for users in order to be able to distinguish between “not needing a piece of information because of prior knowledge” and “not being interested in a topic”). As standardized web technologies are going to be used, the current approach will address a larger community (reaching also people that might not be willing to install and/or use extra software), which offers an additional benefit: More data will be available, which will help to generate information not only about particular users, but on user groups as well, which may support collaboration and group learning.

Moreover, the proposed approach has the potential to help shift the focus of user modelling from a content-based orientation to an activity-based one, which will create new challenges, but also a large variety of additional possibilities for adaptivity. Furthermore, the model may continuously be modified and held up-to-date. Combined with the fact that asynchronous technologies offer the possibility to initiate actions and adaptations detached from the request-response cycle, just-in-time adaptations may take place, e.g. immediately offering possibilities to contact a currently available user possessing the required knowledge when determining a user might need help.

6 Outlook and future work

Ongoing work is focusing on the development of libraries for such detailed and action-based user-monitoring and -modelling and on setting up a prototype of an AHS including these libraries based on the proposed modifications. It will use Ajax to monitor user behaviour; especially intersections mentioned in section 4 indicating attention and interest. The gathered information and the deriving user model will be used within an existing AHS (in addition to its existing user model) that by this time will be integrated into the e-learning platform “Sakai” [Sakai, 2008] as adaptivity features need to be integrated into commonly used systems in order to be used more frequently and offer their benefits to a larger community [Hauger and Köck, 2007].

A first evaluation will show the contents/properties of both user models to the learners having used the system. They will be asked to evaluate quality and accuracy of both models and to compare their values by telling which ones are fitting better. Moreover, a second step of evaluation will compare the system’s adaptations based on both models. This is because for some users it may be difficult to e.g. specify a “percentage level of interest” while it is easier to tell whether an adaptation has been helpful or not.

System and evaluation aim at validating the approaches proposed in this paper and at demonstrating the capabilities of asynchronous technologies, which will hopefully help to enhance and enrich future AHSs.
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